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University
apartments
an option
in summer

Locking iniS
loan rates

Program continues
due to popularity, not
student population
By Addie Curbs
REPORTER

Avoid big bills before July interest hike

illustrated By Eric Stwle

By Matt Entrap

ing federal student loans," said
Democratic Rep. George
Miller. "It is vital that students
consolidate by July 1 to save
money, potentially thousands
of dollars, easing the financial
burdens that can limit their
career choices."
Senior Andy Miller is a prime
example of the type of borrower the committee is trying to
reach.
He expects to graduate with
about $20,000 in direct loans
and had no idea that the current
rates were only good through
|une30.
"I didn't hear about |the rates
rising] but now that I know I
probably will Iconsolidate.]
Whatever is cheapest," he said.
According to the University's
financial aid office, the rate
on direct student loans and
parent plus loans is set to rise

REPORTER

Summer is in full swing
and most college students are
spending their break working
to help pay for the ever rising
cost of higher education.
Even if your idea of working this summer includes little
more than a weekly shower,
there is something every student with federal loans can do
to save themselves money, possibly even thousands of dollars.
On July 1 the interest rates on
direct student loans and parent plus loans are set to rise to
their highest rate in six years,
according to the Congressional
group, the Education and the
Workforce Committee.
"With college costs continuing to skyrocket, one critical
way that students can reduce
their education debt is by
consolidating their outstand-

almost 2 percent, topping out
at 6.8 percent and 7.9 percent
respectively.
By consolidating loans now,
students will be converting
them from the current variable
rate, which is subject to change
every year, and locking in a
fixed rate as low as 4.75 percent
over the life of their loan.
The Democratic members
of the House Education and
Workforce Committee estimate
that doing this will save students like Miller nearly $3,500
by the time they pay off their
loans.
Dawn Vollmar, assistant
director of Student Financial

deciphering is what types
of loans they can consolidate. While many
different types of loans
exist, only certain types
can be combined in a direct
consolidation loan.
All direct loans and Federal
Family Education Loans are
eligible. Perkins loans and
HHS/Health Professions Loans
may be added as long as one
direct or FFEL loan is included
in the consolidation.
Students with alternative
loans cannot combine them
with federal loans and must
go through their individual
lenders to consolidate those
loans. These loans are also
subject to different rules than
federal loans — so students
should check with their lenders to see how their loans will
be affected.
Vollmar encourages University
students to call the Office of
Financial Aid with any general
questions concerning loans.

Aid at the
University,
said she would
strongly urge
students to consolidate their loans now.
"As we know right now,
rates are going up and they're
going to continue to go up. I
don't foresee interest rates
going down again," she said.
Another reason students
should consolidate now is that
after July 1, any current student
who does not consolidate their
loans will not be eligible for
consolidation again until after
they graduate, she said.
Former students with outstanding loans are also eligible
for consolidation, even if they
have already started repaying
them.
Something students and
graduates may have trouble

LOANS, PAGE 2

Kids party with favorite TV friends
PBS Kids' Extravaganza brings Clifford the Big Red Dog and others to Bowling Green
ByErifiWethem
REPORTER

Young Brian was all smiles as he
slipped down an inflatable slide
many times bigger than him for
the sixth time. His face lit up as
he reachesd the bottom, only
to try and climb back up to the
top again. His parents tried to
snap a picture before he runs
back in line.
Brian and his parents were having fun in at the WBGU-PBS Kids'
Extravaganza. For the fifth year in
a row, the station has sponsored
and nin this family event
Each year it gets bigger and
better, too. Lisa Wayne, the Public
Relations manager for PBS, estimates that there were over one
thousand people in attendance
that afternoon. There were also
around ninety volunteers to help
make this event a huge success.
The Kids' Extravaganza had
something for kids of all ages to
enjoy. There was a D) playing
dance songs like the Hokey Pokey
and the hits of FtaffL Children who
felt artistic could go to the face
painting booth or decorate a giant
cookie Many lads joined Brian

in burning off some energy on
the inflatable toys, which included a maze and giant slide There
were rows of carnival games and
enticing foods like cotton candy.
And everyone enjoyed seeing
PBS characters Clifford the Big
Red Dog, lay lay the let Plane
and Maya and Miguel. Many kids
gave them a big hug or posed with
them for a picture Giffbrd even
got down on the dance floor with
some lucky youngsters.
This year, the whole community was involved in creating this
entertaining afternoon for the
children of Bowling Greea The
fire department was on hand to
show kids how fire trucks function, the police department taught
kids about playing safely, and the
Wood County Library helped out
with arts and crafts. Students from
both Bowling Green High School
and Bowling Green Junior High
volunteered and helped see that
everyone had a good time
Everyones hard work paid off
in the end Volunteers and attendees alike agreed that this year, the
Extravaganza turned out better
than ever before

™URS™

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Ban) Sartre BGNews
PBS KIDS: Frances spends time with Clifford this past weekend at PBS's Kids' Extravaganza

It is not hard to see why kids
love the Extravaganza so much.
Yet parents also approve of the
event Lisa Wayne offered several
reasons why this event is a hit with
parents as welL
"Tickets don't cost much, so you
can bring a lot of kids without

spending much money," she said,
Similarly to county fairs, there
were a few games and events that
cost a ticket in order to participate
However, tickets only cost twentyfive cents each, making this an
affordable afternoon. Wayne said
that the money goes to help the

station cover the cost of putting
on the event. Food, characters and
inflatable rentals cost the most
each year.
If this year's Kids' Extravaganza
is any indication, it will be a favorite family tradition for years to
come
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Starting as a program designed
to solve the issue of too many
Students and too little rooms,
its popularity is what is driving
it to continue.
Senior lason Youngblood is
living in a campus-sponsored
apartment for the summer with
the help of University financial aid. This assistance made
Youngblood's search for housing simple. He's living in Haven
House — the only off-campus
apartments available for the
summer through the Office of
Residence Life.
Two years ago, the University
was faced with a problem —
too many new students and
too few on-campus room-, to
house them. With about 300
more students than spaces in
on-campus residence halls, the
University need more space
— fast. The solution was to rent
off-campus apartments as oncampus housing for both summer sessions and throughout
the academic year.
But even now that space is
no longer a worry, students like
Youngblood can still enjov the
benefits of living on-campus.
For Youngblood, that means
living in an apartment, with
rent and utilities paid for.
Youngblood chose to live in
1 laven I louse so he wouldn't have
to take out a loan for off campus
housing for the summer.
"This was the only place 1
could afford for the summer,''
he said.
And it's positive feedback
like this that have lead the
University to continue to annex
off-campus rooms as on-campus housing.
The number of students
coming in for their first year is
lower than last year, but with
the steady amount of interest
in the program, the Universiiv
has added one more apartment complex, East Merry
Apartments, to the list of campus-sponsored apartments.
This provides a total of four
apartment buildings designated for current students
which totals about 420 spaces.
which includes Haven House
on Wooster. 451 Frazee, 514
\. Enterprise and East Merry
Apartments.
Associate
Director
of
Residence Life Tim King
said they added East Merry
Apartments to the list to give
students the option of single
bedroom apartments.
Adding 63 more spaces for
students when the number of
incoming freshmen is expected to be lower is because of
the favorable response of residents of the campus-sponsored
apartments' residents.
"We are continuing the leases
because of the positive feedback
from parents and students,"
King said. "Parents appreciate
the opportunity we are offering
and the fact we are paying utilities, DSL Internet and cable."
King said they originally
started leasing apartments for
current students because of
the high number of students
for fall 2004. They are trying to
avoid situations like the summer of 2004 when the contracts
HOUSING, PAGE 2
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Partly
Cloudy

High: 75'
Low: 58'

Scattered High: 80'
T-Storms Low: 64"
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Local restaurant promotes healthy lifestyle
Squeakers offers
customers vegan,
vegetarian options
By Jane King
RI PORTER

Plough it's surrounded by a pi/za
place and a hamburger joint, die
little yellow building that houses
a vegetarian cafe and health food
store doesn't go unnoticed, not
even by meat lovers.
Hut Sqi leaker's isn't just a place to
cat veggie*
"It's mainly about animal rights"
said I leather Andre, llie owner. "I'm
an animal rights activist. I don't
Mine in killing animals for food,
because there are lots of other
iliings to eat without eating meat"
Upon entering Squeaker's, any
animal lover may be turned off to
til,- idea of eating meat
A little table in the middle of the
cafe holds a variety of buttons that
read, "Meat Ls Murder, ""I ton't Breed
or Buy While I lomdess Pels Die"
.mil kiss Mr. 11 kin't latCorpses."
"Wt're here to educate people,"
Andre said.
Andre, being a vegetarian since
the age of hi and a vegan for almost
six \cars, wanted to promote health,
as "HI B8 environmental and ecological awareness, which remained
her inspiration behind Squeaker's.
Ilic cafe, named after Andre's
"true vegetarian" guinea pig, Mr.
Squeaker, has been serving customers for only four years.
With some experience in
small business ownership from

serts, baked goods and specials."
A master's candidate in vocal
performance, lane Leathers, has
been a regular customer for two

her arts and crafts store and
landscaping business, Andre
decided to open Squeaker's in
downtown Bowling Green,
However, Squeaker's was her first
attempt at a vegetarian cafe' and
health food store.
"I'm self-educated," she said.
"I've learned most of this myself
through years and years of reading
about it and studying it"
With Bowling Green's downtown
newly renovated, it seemed like an
attractive location.
"University towns are usually
very popular for vegetarians, too."
she said.
While then.' are many vegetarian cafes. Squeaker's remains one
of the few vegan restaurants in the
country, according to Andre.
Some of the tasty treats on die
menu include organic fruit juices,
smoothies, taco salads, meatball
subs, avocado bagels, veggie chili.
stony Iocs and ELLTs.
It may sound like a pretty meaty
menu and the taco salad may lixil
any meat eater into thinking they're
eating ground beef.
But it's actually vegetarian chili,
which is dehydrated vegetable protein with the texture of ground beef,
according to Andre.
With only four part-timcempkiyees, Andre and her staff prepare all
the food
"Almost everything is homemade, besides the fake meat products. Thetofurkeyandthepastranii
and cheeses come from a company
that makes those," she said. "But
we make all our soups, salads, des-

yean.

" Iheir blueberry smoothk's are
really good, because all they do
Ls take the fruit and some apple
juice, put it in a blender and that's
tlie smoothie.'' slie said. "It's really
healthy and students need to eat
healthy, because they go through a
lot of stress and strain in school."
leathers also prefers die taco
salad.
"It looks like there's ground
Ixvf in it but Uiere's not It's sw,
vegetable and that's so much better for you. I »x ause you don't get
any cholesterol and that's what so
many people in America are having trouble with," Leathers said.
"Iheir arteries are getting clogged
widi animal fat."
And many professionals agree.
"Vegetarians have been re|xirted to have healthier body weight
than non-vegetarians, as well as
lower rates of deadi from heart
disease, lower blood cholesterol
levels and lower rates of high blood
pressure, type 2 diabetes and prostate and colon cancer," registered
dietitian and ADA spokesperson
Cyndiia Sass said in on article
found on the American Dietetic
Association Web site.
I lowever. even chocolate lovers
are taken can' of at Squeaker's
Whether it's the "Explosive
Espresso Qiip Cookie" or die dairy
free and gluten tree chocolate liars
or the vegan marslimallMvs. people

Consolidating can save money
LOANS, FROM PAGE 1

But to actually consolidate their
loans or get specific information, students will need to go to
the Direct Consolidation Loans
Web site, www.loanconsolidalion.ed.gov, or call their toll free

number, 800-557-7392.

Due to the continually rising costs of higher education,
House Democrats have also
started an online forum where

students and parents can
sound off about their experiences paying for college. Some
arc also using the forum to provide suggestions on how they
think Congress could make
college more affordable.
"Democrats will continue
to fight to make college an
affordable option for all students who want a higher education, and have sponsored
our online forum to make the

voices of all students and families facing the challenges of
how to pay for college heard,"
Hep. Miller said.
Editor's note: All forms needed
for consolidation can he found
at the Direct Consolidation
hums Weh site, lo /virticiixilc
in ihe forum students can go to
edworkforce.house.gov/demo-

crats/makecollegeaffordable.
shlml.

6tfiwnft
Efficiencies
451THURSTIN - Across Itom Offenhauet.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - 5365

1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET- At Thutstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5465
One Year - One Person Rate - 5400
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5395
One Year - One Person Rate - 5350
825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5465
One Year - One Person Rate - 5410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $385
One Year - One Person Rate - 5350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5460
One Year - One Person Rate • $395

615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedtoom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520
402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5490
701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520
835 FOURTH STREET
Fum. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom,
School Year - Two Person Rate $580
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480
840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn,, Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
831 SEVENTH

2 Bedroom Apartments

Furn. or Unfutn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate 5480

505 CLOUGH- Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year -Two Person Rate - $520

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate 5630
One Year - Two Person Rate • $530

wmsm

with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth. 777, 733,755 Manville,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

IOHN NEWt(WE REAL ESTATE, INf
319 E. Woostet Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located At
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday
www.johnnewluvete

Maria Hummn

SERVING HEALTHY FOODS: Heather Andre, owner of Squeaker's, prepares to carry lunch to a customer in
the store's dining area.

with a taste for sweets aren't forgotten at .Squeaker's.
But Leathers doesn't just go to
Squeaker's for the food. A healthy
lifestyle involves more dian just eating right.
"Ihey also have shower water
purifiers. They're little shower
attachments that you put on TOUT
shtnwr head and it takes all die
chlorine and fluoride out of die
water," Leathers said. "So, you
can take a shower in pure water,
which is good for you skin and
your hait"

Inside the cafe the walls are lined
with abstract artwork done by college students as well as posters promoting ways to care for the earth
and animals, a piano in one comer,
a pool table in the middle and statues of animals placed on some of
die booths.
Wliile some simply come in to
munch on a tofu wrap or an avocado bagel, others just stop by to
pick up essentials.
Inside Squeaker's is a full grocery
store, books, buttons, jewelry, Tshirts and even organic socks.

Many customers come into pick
up vitamins, hems, food supplements and dietary products, as
well
"We have eco-friendry cleaners,
which are tiiviroiinientallysafeand
don't have toxic chemicals and we
have cruelty-free health and Iwauty
products, which are not tested on
animals and do not contain any
animal ingredients," Andre said.
In addition to the cafe" and grocery store, Andre currently has
plans to open a vegan bakery inside
to add to die store.

Students enjoy having the
benefits of Univ. apartments
HOUSING. FROM PAGE 1

were signed for the upcoming
school year and they were not
prepared for the high number
of students.
The leases between Residence
Life and the property owners
run on a year-to-year basis.
Haven Mouse, owned by
I'relei red Properties is the only
apartment building offering
housing for students over the
summer. They offer apartments
to students who stay there for
any amount of time and charge
them a weekly fee of $110. This
applies to all students, regardless of how many people you are
living with.
These apartments are convenient for students who need a
place to stay for half of a summer, so they may be willing to
pay more for a room.
Junior lessica Myers is also
living in a Haven House apartment this summer. Her sixweek stay will cost her $660.
Seems pricey, but it's convenient because she couldn't live
anywhere else for a little more
than a month.
"It's nice to have on-campus
benefits in the apartment like
having utilities, Internet and
cable provided for," Myers said.
Minus the convenience factor, it would cost more to live in
a University-sponsored apartment than to rent from the private owners.
After an analysis by The BG
News, University rates are still
at least S600 higher than former

rates through the private rental labs and Internet stations.
Although these students do
companies when comparing both 9 month-long prices not have direct access to comincluding Internet and utilities. puter labs in their apartment
During the last leases avail- complexes, they are paying for
able at Haven House through the services provided on camthe private owners, Preferred pus to all students. This fee also
Properties, a 9-month lease covers assistance with connect— including utilities, cable ing personal computers to the
and Internet — would equal to University network and handling computer virus problems.
$3,600 per person.
King said the University's
North Enterprise apartments
are the best example of the wide motivation for providinglhese
difference between costs from apartments is not to increase
renting from a. rental agency their profits. With numerversus the University in a 9- ous costs for the University,
month period of time. A student King said they usually try to
living in the campus-sponsored breakeven with their housing
building is paying 54,200 due developments.
"We make money
to the flat rate for
on some of our propUniversity housing
"We make
and do not
featured online. A
money on erties
make any on othstudent living in
the other building, some of our ers, so obviously we
doing it for the
which is rented by
properties aren't
money." King said.
Greenbriar Inc.,
King assures juniors
is paying $3375
and do not
and seniors looking
including utilities.
make
any
on
for apartments that
Previously, East
Merry apartments
there is no concern
TIM KING,
the University will
would cost a stuRESIDENCE LIFE
take all the available
dent approximateapartments.
ly $3,555 including
utilities and Internet, whereas
"There is so much over capacthrough the Universitystudenls ity in Bowling Cireen that it's
will be paying up to $4,200 next very easy to find an apartment
in town if you go out and look
year.
The resident ial tech nology fee for one." King said.
of $92 per semester is included
Editor's Note: Students must
in the costs for students living
in apartments designated as complete 25 or more credit hours
on-campus housing. This fee is as projected through spring2006
for support technologies within to live in University-sponsored
residence halls including wired apartments. Also, meal plan
and wireless network, computer participation is optional.

No Worries. No Hassle.
Winthrop t Summit Terrace

Property A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Heat

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Hot Water

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFoo

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Flexible Lease
Security Deposit

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month

1 Month

Winthrop & Summit Terrace «&
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00-2:00 Sunday Hours: 1 2-3
419.352.9135
www.winlhroplerrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich com
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MUMPS BREAK OUT AMONG MIDWEST STUDENTS
DAVIS, Calif. (U-Wire) — The Centers for Disease
Control recently announced a mumps outbreak
increasing within the college student population,
specifically in the Midwest According to the CDC,
there has been an average of 265 cases in the United
States each year since 2001.

CAMPUS

Local grads head for higher education
the University.

At least half BGHS
graduates expect to
attend college here

"Students chose to go to
BGSU for different reasons,"
Foust said. "Some go because
tuition is almost free because
their parents work there, but
others go because it is close to
home or because the University
offers a wide variety of majors
they are interested in." said
Foust.
Henry plans on going to
Owens Community College for
two years, then transferring
to the University to major in
graphic design advertising.
"Math classes killed me in
high school, but now I have
more choices," Henry said.
BGHS also allows students to
take college classes, either parttime or full time as seniors.
For example, Marilane Tripp
considers herself a nontraditional student, since she took
full-time classes at Owens
Community College instead of
going to high school.
"In some aspects, college
was harder than high school,

By Emily West
RCPORIER

With a little luck, or maybe a lack
there of it, high school seniors
take their last fateful strides
across the stage at Anderson
Arena once every year and step
into the real world.
On Friday lune 2, over 200
Bowling Green High School
seniors received their diplomas
and went on to start the next
part of their adult lives.
"I am so excited to be graduating. Now I can have more
freedom and get on with my
life," said Trisha Henry, a senior
at BGHS.
Out of the graduating class,
75 percent will go on to higher
education, according to Dan
Foust, a guidance counselor at
the high school. And about half
of these students are going to

THE BLOTTER
Wednesday. May 31
A
man
reported
around 1:30 a.m. a
light broke out in front
of Ziggy Zoomba's.
Witnesses slated Vinh
Tran, 25. poured a beer
over the head ol Jacob
Kraus. 20, according to
police reports.
A woman reported
shortly belore U a.m.
that someone stole
money Irom an office at
Rodgers Hall.
A vehicle caught lire
shortly belore 6 p.m.
at the corner ol Grove
Street and Reed Avenue.
Firelighters extinguished
the fire and cleaned up
antifreeze spilled during
the blaze.
A man reported seeing people toss water
balloons at passing
vehicles shortly alter 6
p.m. outside ol Campbell
Hill Apartments.
Thursday,June 1
University Police officers asked city police tor
assistance in locating
a naked man seen running shortly alter midnight in front of South
Hall. University police
located the man at 812
E. Wooster St. and gave
him a stern warning,
police reports stated.
Friday, June 2
A 500-bkx* Wallace
Avenue man reported
shortly after midnight
he received injuries Irom
a bat. The wile ol the
man struck the animal
with a dartboard and he
attempted to retrieve the
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:
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'
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j
'
;
;
;
;
!
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bat with a plastic bag
when it bit his middle
linger, police reports
stated. Police officers
found the bat alive and
stored the animal lor
testing.
A 1.000 block South
Main Street man reported around 12:30 a.m.
someone spray painted
the number three on his
windows Police officers
lound the vandal used
window paint and wiped
the graffiti oil with a
paper towel.
Saturday, June 3
A 400-block South
Summit Street man
reported someone stole
his bicycle around 3:30
p.m.
A woman reported
shortly alter 4 p.m.
that someone stole her
cell phone the night
belore while al Uptown/
Downtown.
Police officers found
religious organizations
and gay rights activists
in a verbal confrontation
shortly belore 6 p.m. at
the corner of Main and
Wooster streets.
Sunday. June 4
Shortly alter 2:30
a.m., a man reported
someone struck him in
the lace as he attempted
to break up a light at
Uptown/Downtown.
Police officers lound
a woman thrown Irom
a vehicle shortly belore
1:30 p.m. at the corner ol Pearl Street and
Wintergaarden
Road.
The woman received a

minor scrape but denied
being thrown from the
vehicle.
A child fell Irom a sec
ond story window shortly
alter 2 p.m., leading
police officers to arrest a
woman for child endan
germent. Police arrested
Corie Benschoter, 25
after it became clear she
had not been watching
the child when it turn
bled Irom the upstairs
window, police reports
stated.
A Bowling Green man
drove his vehicle into
a home shortly belore
3 p.m. at 707 Sixth St
Police officers cited
Daniel Munene. 23. with
failure to control his
vehicle.
Monday. June 5
A man reported hearing a loud harmonica
shortly belore 2 am. on
the 1.000-block ol North
Grove Street. Police
officers lound Joseph
McGowan, 43, playing
the instrument, according to police reports.
Police lound McGowan
had an active warrant
through Bowling Green
Municipal Court and
arrested him alter warning him for his noisy harmonica, police reports
stated.
A 300-block East
Napoleon Road woman
reported shortly alter 7
p.m. someone stole her
cell phone.
A man reported shortly
belore 10 p.m. someone
broke into his Campbell
Hill apartment.

Graduate

because some of the material
was covered in a lot shorter
time," Tripp said.
Tripp is already enrolled as a
student at the University, and
even though she just graduated
high school, she will be considered a sophomore this coming
fall who plans on majoring in
business-prelaw.
"I am so excited about gradu
ating high school and going to
BGSU next school year, because
most of my friends go here,"
Tripp said. "I plan on living in
the dorms. It is so expensive,
but it will be totally worth it."
As for Foust. he said he really
enjoys seeing students coming
into the high school after they
have graduated college.
"It's fun to see kids growing
up," said Foust.
No doubt, many BGI ISgraduatcs will be seen roaming campus this coming fall, probably
looking a little less confused
than the average freshman,
and hence, the next generation

of" townles" is born.

lotdan Flower BGNe«<

HIGH HONORS: New graduate Mary Jane Tripp flashes a smile after picking up her new high school diploma
on campus in Anderson Arena. This year was the 125th graduation for Bowling Green High School.

Students cling to childhood memories
Freshmen don't leave
home without bringing
a piece of their past
By Willie Mendelson
U-ttIRE

ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Stuffed animals, pictures of pets, hlankics
... who said that college students
can't hold on to their childhood?
Let's face it, we all have or do
something that reminds us of
our childhood — die good old
days where we could be carefree
and not have to worry about
getting our research paper in on
time or doing well on that nearimpossible chemistry exam.

If you think you are the only
one that sleeps with tcdcK or
secredy likes i<» sing along to
Disney songs, rest assured that
you aren't alone. Instead of hiding our childhood habits, we
should tx' proud of them.
You may be wondering exactly what kinds of things remind
students of their childhood. Ii>r
one, anything Disney (which
is, in fact, the name of a popular Lacehook group). Disney is
extremely popular for many students, including freshman Anisa
Phillips, who revealed thai She
currently has seven Disney movies in her dorm room, including classics such a* "The Little

Mermaid" and "Cinderella."
"I was definitely a Disney kid
and I Mill am today," exclaimed
Phillips. "Whenever I watch
them, 1 feel like a kid again."
She went on to saj dial she
also likes to listen to all the classic I Msney SOUKS, another popular trend among students.
In addition to Disney, family
and pets seem 10 bring students
back to their childhood Photos
of pets are childhood reminders
for students like Alex lalkovsky,
whose background picture on
his cell phone is currently his
dog that he has had since he was
a kid. Moreover, freshman Bite
Pollak has pictures of his mom

KiedmontfADartments]
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Cherrywood Health Spa on-site

<3» Carpet
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<£i* Refrigerators
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*£jjtt Bedroom & Bathroom Doors

includes heated indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool, sauna, and locker room facilities I
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Studio apartments available!
met semester, o< year leases
Low at S425 per month
Induces al utMies
Laundry facilities
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and dog in his wallet
Younger siblings ran also help
students feel like kids again
often keeping older brothers
and sisters in lune with youthful
trends.
Personal Items trom ones
childhood are also frequently toted to college. For Lisa
vasnani, keeping a screpbook
of old pictures of friends back
home helps her to leminisci
especially when she misses her
old friends from home.
like many other students.
freshman Alexa Shoemakei
brought her old childhood
bianMe to school and she uses it
as ,i pillow.

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25'
25" TV
FuH cat* W/HBO - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
FuJyfumished

MEMBERSHIP
Privileges to
Cherrywood
Health Spa
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OFFICE HOURS
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OPINION

"It appears to me that whether you're in
Ottawa or Toronto or Crawford, Texas, or
Washington, D.C., what is wanting to be
instilled in the public is fear."
Gary Balasar, attorney for terror suspect in Omada

STAKKKDITOIMAIJI

Ohio terror waiver wastes time

The state government wants
Uhioans to be safer. So they're
demanding that terrorists identify themselves.
As of April, applicants for government-sponsored jobs in Ohio
are required to sign a new form.
The form asks the prospective
employee if they belong to or
help fund a terrorist organization.
Because the University receives
state money, student employees
must now fill out these documents.
Will terrorists willingly admit
to their activities and affiliations

YOU DECIDE
What should Ohio lawmakers be
doing to stop terrorists? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.
to the country they are attempting to infiltrate?
Does that seem realistic? We
don't think so.
Instead of wire-tapping our
phones or sifting through our
garbage, the Ohio government is choosing a more direct

PEOPLE
P«
0NTHESTREET
=S
Are people givingaway too mucli personal
information online?

JUNIOR, PHYSICS

ERICA WOLFE
SENIOR, EDUCATION

"Yes, because there's
more opportunities for
people like pedophiles."

"Yes, especially when
it's their address and
phone number."

"It's acceptable.
People know what
they're doing."

"Yes, because there's
a lot of creep-os
out there."

Facebook has become
a stalker's playground
I realize that The Facebook, in
its omniscience, may not necessarily be a new trend these
days, but I feel compelled to
divulge some new information to
the public. I think that the coming
information of which I will give is
getting totally creepy now.
They now offer an option to
people who find it physically
demanding to remove their cellular phones from their hands. You
can now search for people on The
Facebook using your cell phone.
According to the Web site, you
can access peoples' profiles, add
people as a friend, "poke" people,
send them a message, get their
cell phone number and post a
message on their "wall."
When The Facebook was first
introduced, I knew a lot of people
who were stalked and pestered
by complete strangers who kept
sending them messages and
"poking" them, and so on.
For example, my girlfriend kept
getting messages from some jerk
out in Kentucky. The guy kept trying to add her as a friend and kept
sending her messages. And how
could I intervene? The schmuck

lived in Kentucky.
this website and others such as
Throwing the cell phone fea- Myspace to make decisions that
ture into the mix is not a positive will affect your career.
step. It only makes it more conveAnother feature diat I have a
nient for people like Mr. Kentucky problem with is the feature where
to stalk people they think are hot you can specify your relationship
based solely on a single photo- with each individual friend that
graph. Strangers can also access you have. For instance, you can
your entire profile in their cell say "Susan is your friend. You
phones, including, but not limit- were also her schoolmate. You
ed to, your interests, favorite mov- dated in high school. It was
ies, books, TV shows, date of birth, complicated" (actual example).
sexual orientation, quotes, etc
Someone can then access your
I feel The Facebook unknown "timeline" and trace your relato the common user, is becoming tionships with every one of your
a stalker's paradise.
friends throughout your personal
People who do not find this history.
creepy just do not understand the
The final new feature that
level of access a random person would fit right into Orwell's 1984
could have into the blogger's life.
is one where you can specify
This is getting to be a little ridic- where you are located this very
ulous. In its heyday, The Facebook moment. You can choose home,
was a fun little distraction from away, at class or a custom place of
everyday college life where we your choosing.
could send each other little mesHowever, there is a solution.
sages and join groups such as For most of these features, one
"Zombies" and "The Group for can choose not to use them. One
People Who Aren't In Any Groups." can choose not to specify a relaAdmittedly, I created both of these tionship with a friend or a current
groups, but I digress.
location.
It seems that now it is becomFinally, to take this idea to its
ing too much of a risk to be even logical conclusion, Lsn't it a better
registered on The Facebook. choice not to specifically use The
Taking into consideration that can Facebook at all? There's an obvistrangers access whatever infor- ous answer, if you ask me.
mation or pictures you choose
Send
comments
to
to post, employers are using jlombard@t)gnel.bgsu.edu.
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% Opinion Columnist

concrete results. It's time for the
government to approach combating terrorism in a new and
local way.
By dedicating sufficient funds
to local agencies like police
departments and sheriff's offices, those most familiar with the
people and places they monitor
would be empowered to protect
the people they serve.
Ohio lawmakers should
reconsider this new policy. Until
that happens, let's hope that
other states don't follow Ohio's
example.

ERICA ARMY
JUNIOR, MATH

Man, I can't believe
they're making us
sign a form saying
were not terrorists!
This is totally BULL!

JEFF
LOMBARD!

obey this mandate of the state
is worthy of consideration. We
can't tell you exacdy how many
hours Ohio employers will
spend sifting through an extra
form in new hire packets. We do,
however, think wasted time is
wasted money.
The federal government has
devoted significant resources to
departments intended to weed
out suspected terrorist cells.
Now, the Ohio's state government is wasting employers' valuable time and energy. In spite of
these attempts to make citizens
feel safer, these efforts show few

approach. Ohio is simply asking the face and admitting, "yes, I
us individually whether we are am a terrorist."
And that's why the crisp, new
terrorists.
If terrorism is really a vague form in Ohio employment packform of guerrilla warfare, a per- ets isn't going to filter the terrorson who is making it their secret ists out of our higher education
life mission to harm us would system.
It's somewhat like filtering
not tell us so — and especially
not just to get a job cooking food water with a chain-link fence
on campus. Members of groups — none of the impurities are
like Al-Qaida are extremists, not removed and terrorists continue
extremely stupid. If a person is to slip through die gaps.
Expecting terrorists to identify
able to make it through flight
school and manage to smuggle themselves is not the only fault
weapons onto an American to be found in this bureaucratic
airline, he knows how to avoid joke. The cost in time to the
looking a government official in organizations now required to
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Deconstructing the
cellular phenomenon
Technology exists to make
our lives easier, or so SonyEricsson would tell us, but
what lies behind the packaging? The cellular telephone,
the one in your pocket and
the one in mine, carries with
it a social meaning and consequence far beyond its friendly
'Hello Moto.'
It has its own story, but it prefers you to speak your own and
pay no mind to Us secrets. It is
a creature of desire, love and
hate. It provides the means
to make the connections you
want, as well as the 2:30 a.m.
post-Jagerbomb connections
you regret.
Our demands change the
technology, and the technological marvel that allows the
privileged to live a mere phone
call away also changes us.
For example, no longer is a
RAZR used to remove unwanted hair. And when a Top 40
song unexpectedly interrupts
class, it is not because someone has a l>oom box in their
pocket. Today, the miniature
camera is not just reserved for
lames Bond wannabes; we see
them every day.
The cell phone is status symbol and status privilege rolled
up into a neat metallic package
with customizable ring tones.
Area codes as
much as accents
reveal that 'You
ain't from 'round
these parts, are ya'
boy?'
But Nokia-delivered
bliss carries with it a hefty
price tag and not just in terms
of the monthly bill. Just a few
decades ago, not having a cell
number was an indicator of a
clean criminal record. Now a
person without one is an oddity, and we always demand
explanation from them for

their violation of our societal
need for this convenience.
JASON
Even as the cell phone allows
LAMB
usto maintain the connections
Opinion
Columnist
we already have, it seems to
also inhibit the creation of new
ones. With friendships from phone call away from most
'back home' still fresh in the of those dear to us, yet there
minds of college students, the seems to be something preability to remain connected to venting us from reaching out
persons far removed enables and touching someone.
us to walk around town or
If we have the ability to concampus with
nect to others but still
hand to ear and
elect not to, maybe it
'The
gift
of
eye to ground,
is something beyond
perhaps inhibittechnology the technology that is
ing new conneckeeping us from one
and
tions we could
another.
be forming here.
efficiency
Even free nightThe gift of
time and weekend
is
what
technology and
minutes cannot save
efficiency
is
our society some friendships,
what our sociand their loss is made
expects."
ety
expects,
that much more paineven demands.
ful by the technologyExplainingaway
enabled ease of their
a missed phone call to come preservation.
into work early becomes a bit
The perils and promises of
more difficult with that spy in technology aside, no techoyour pocket.
phobic prohibitions will follow
Every social machine in from this columnist.
which we are cogs, from the
Pick it up. Turn it on. Make
university to work to family, a call or two to people who
can call upon us to fill our pre- will smile when they see your
scribed role at any time and at name on the caller ID.
any place. Boyfriends and girlThen turn it off for a day,
friends of present and past are maybe for the first day since
always a speed dial away and you bought it. Take the time to
always, it seems, at the worst find out what life is like withpossible moment.
out the technology we think
And even though we need.
this technology
Privileges and conveniencenables us es, snares and encumbrances
to make — we need fewer of all these in
our lives.
Send
comments
to
jlamb@bgnet.bgsu.
and preserve connections, we
all too often fail
to use it. We are a mere
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
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Q: Wlial did the tie say
to the hat?
A: "You go ahead, I'll
hang around."

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

Break the monotony of grocery
shopping with eight simple steps
JOHN
TURNER
Not News Editor
With the summer came the
end of my dependence on residential dining services and the
beginning of my
reliance on frozen
pizzas and cans
Chef Boyardee. This
switch means that
I, like most other
students staying in
town for the summer.havetofindthe
time in my schedule
to get to the store
and do something
I've never had to do
before — grocery
shopping. Although
classes and other
activities can make
grocery shopping
a stressful and time consuming task, I have a few. simple
pointers that make this chore a
fun and worthwhile endeavor.
Some call it immaturity, but I
call it a stress reliever.
11 Ride the horse — Take
off the cool cap for a few minutes, and saddle up that penny
pony. This is good because it's
impossible to take yourself seri-

ously when riding something
intended for someone a fifth
of your age. If you're feeling
especially stressed, feel free to
sit up and let out a "yee-haw"
to embarrass yourself further.
This works weil if you're shopping with someone you know,
especially if you point at them
and yell their name
while riding.
2) Enjoy the cart
— Remember how
fun it was to push
the cart and jump
on for a ride when
youwereakid'Isure
do. Unfortunately,
mom didn't really
tolerate that, and I
never really had a
chance to cut loose.
Now that mom is
out of the picture,
it's time for me to
shine, and you can
too. Race a friend
from the parking lot to the
shoe section; just ride on the
end and let someone push, or
simply jump in and see how
long it takes before somebody
asks you to get out. I've found
this also has the dual purpose
of forcing 8-year-old kids to
ask their parents why "They
can do it and I can't." Now
that's just fun.

"If you're
feeling
especially
stressed, feel
free to sit up
and ley out
a "yee-haw"
to embarrass
yourself
further."

3) Buy ridiculous
things — There's not
much enjoyment in
sticks of deodorant or
bags of salad, and that's why
you have to mix things up
each time you shop. Is buying a paddleball and silly putty
really necessary? Probably
not, but it's definitely a good
$2 investment, in my mind.
4) Converse with the cashier— his is a good little game to
play when closing out your
shopping experience. After
they've handed you the receipt,
continue talking with them
for as long
as possible — never
break eye
contact and
do not move
towards
the door.
Be sure
to make
a
prediction
as to how
long you
can carry
on the
convcrsat ion
before the
cashier simply
walks away. My
record is nearly

seven minutes, so good
luck.
5) Sample some food
— By sample I mean

^

—

Illustration by Jed Davis

*

Illustrated by Eiic Sttele

eat, and by some 1 mean all.
Make sure your food investment isn't wasted on rotting
bananas or stale cereal by tickling you palette while you shop.
Is this legal? Probably not, which
i- why you'll simply just need
to explain how you occasionally blackout in grocery stores
and begin eating everything in
sight. They won't believe you.
but they probably won't ask any
more questions either.
6) Playfreeze tag in the frozen
food section — There's so much
irony here it has to be fun.
7) Add items to peoples carl
— One of the first things 1 do
when I get to the store is go
straight to the hygiene section.
Upon arrival I pick up several
tubes of Vagisil. a dozen or so
condoms and a few canisters
of hemorrhold cream. This
\\;i\, while 1 shop, I can discretely drop these items into the
carts of unsuspecting customers. I lopefully you'll lie able to
see the look on their faces when

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS.
First 20 people to sign receive a $600 Visa Gilt (aid!

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
• No Application Fee

they realize What they're buying
while you are riding the pony.
8) The toy section — Who
says you actually have to buy the
toys to enjoy them? Some of my
favorites include playing cops
and robbers, whiffle bail and
riding bikes through the aisles
As with all ol these suggestions.
keep your cool if approached In
.in employee. Worst case scenario you get kicked out and
come back an hour later.
I he real key to all of this is to
make sure your friends and/or
parents are around when you do

these things. Otherwise the only
person you're embarrassing is
yourself, and what's the fun in
that?
I hope you lake these grocers
store pointers to heart and have
as much fun shopping as I do.
Sure, it's childish, but you have
167 other hours in the week to
act like an adult, so enjoy it.
E-mail John with com
mans at joluuta bgsu.edu

FREE Pool & Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FREE I
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball

i

• No Administration Fee ---I
• No Short Term Lease Fee -|
• No Security Deposit
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The Enclave II
877-819-6802
Collegeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon Rd.
Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
Sat: I0am-4pm
Sun: IZpm-Apm
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Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace.
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your
roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem.
We offer a roommate matching program! Call today to
I
find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and
amenities without the resort style price tag!
I
it] mu, name is Sean, /hav-e ot'wdat
The Tnctaw /or two clears, and/fow
u/oriinQ oat in their fjitness center/

rfi, my, name is Andy,
/hao-e oiu-edat ike Encoao-e fop three clears,
andf forefjcacf>inQ> on their sand
{

wweubawcourt/

TTeifo) tnu, name is Maria, /hao-e cio-edat
The Tncoao-e /or two ciears, and/ oov-e counQ<in4< oat
at theirpoo^ and that /can sttWaet a tan on
ccoudu da^s in their /ree tanning booth/

THE ENCLAVE I &
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www. co I legeparkweb.com
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TAKING THE NEXT
STEP: Former BG
standouts look to break
into the NFL; PAGE 9
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BOWLING 6REEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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EVENTS:
■ Today: Live music at Howards
featuring Mudflower along
with Mac and Jeff
■ Country night at Junction
■ Tomorrow: Live music at
Howards
■ Upstairs ladies night, downstairs pong tournament at
Junction
■ Friday, June 9: Live music at
Howards
■ Live music at the UCF
Community Center on
Thurstin starting at 9 p.m.
■ Saturday, June 10: Live
music at Howards featuring
Resonant Soul
■ Sunday, June 11: Concert in
the Park at Bowling Green
City Park starting at 7 p.m.
■ Live music at Howards featuring Nudity
■ Karaoke at Easy Street Cafe
■ Monday. June 12: Euchre
tournament at Easy Street
Cafe. Call (419) 353-0988
for more details.
■ Tuesday, June 13: "BG Idol"
at Junction starting at 8 p.m.

MikeSchell BGNevn
AN EASY WAY TO CATCH A DRINK: Specials at Nate and Wally's are $2 pints on Monday, $2 Corona Light and Long Island Iced Tea on Tuesday, $1 wells on Wednesday, $1.50
Captain, $3 Miller light mini pitchers and 2$ PBR on Thursdays.

Bars use drink specials to bring crowds
By Kara Ohngren
MANAGING EDITOR

Irs 1030 on a balmy Monday night.
Black lights illuminate the neon
green hand raiLs that lead up the
steep staircase to retro/new wave 80s
dance night at Uptown Bar. Typically,
this attracts a packed house, consisting primarily of students eager to
groove to familiar 80s hits.
Tonight, the disco ball shimmers
across a barren dance Boor, bil-

liard tables are vacant and a total of
eight people sit at the bar, with Gary
Moores "Mklnight Blues" serenading the few customers remaining for
the summer.
With many University students
home for tlx' summer, some loud
bars are experiencing a decrease in
patronage.
"When I go out during the year, it's
a whole different atmosphere," said
Jon Silko, seruor. "In die summer,

I like to chill, relax and haw a few
beers. It's much less crowded, and
there aren't people everywhere."
Similar to most bars in the area,
Uptown offers drink specials and
other promotions throughout both
the school year and summer in an
attempt to draw a larger crowd. Free
cover, dollar drinks and $1.25 beer
pints are offered in conjunction with
80s night
More sports-oriented bars, such

as TiggyZoombas Bar and Grill, tend
to attract an older crowd during the
summer and do not experience the
patron drop-off felt by dance oriented bars, according to Steve Wear,
Ziggy's manager.
"A nicv thing about the wanner
months is we have a large parjo
wliere people have access to the bar
while enjoying the weather." Wear
said. "It's more laid-back in the summer, but we limit seem to suffer

from the crippling business that
some other places may have."
Ziggy's year-round regular and
former University hockey player
Ion Honed prefers to frequent his
favorite bar in the summer.
"Personally; Ziggy's Ls so much
more enjoyable in the summer
when there's less traffic." he said.
"I come here now, and it's a completely different crowd of people.
I like it a lot."

Despite the decreased crowds,
Rick Ault, owner of Kamikaze's,
reports that, unlike larger bars
such as Uptown/Downtown and
him turn Bar and Grid, his bar's
smaUer size benefits business during the slower summer months
"It's amazing how you can't see
a drop here when students leave
This will be die diird summer in a
BURS,PAGE 8

Blues Traveler gives fans the Chocolate kills
"Run-Around" at Headliners at Toledo school
By Matt Entrup
BEr-onrER

The jam band that gave
us "Four" makes a stop
at Headliners in Toledo
By Matt Manning
PULSE EDITOR

In the mid 90s, Blues Traveler
was a household name and was
unlike any other bands at the
time. Their mix of jam band and
blues rock conquered audiences
around the world eaminglhem
a devoted following.
On Friday, Blues Traveler will
be hitting the Midwest, playing their jam band style rock at
Headliners in Toledo with Joe
Purly as the opener.
Getting their start in the indie
music realm, the band was an
instant success among college radio with the song, "But
Anyway," off their self-titled
debut album.
Then in 1994, with their quintuple platinum selling album,
"Four", spawning two popular songs on the radio, "RunAround" and "Hook," Blues
Traveler was at the top of their
game.
In 1999, tragedy struck the
band with the death of original bassist Bobby Sheenan and
the on-going health problems
of their leader and harmonica
extraordinaire, John Popper. The
group's success was also jeopardized ending in A&M Records
dropping the band from their
label.
Today, Blues Traveler is in the
midst of their musical exploration with their latest album,
"Bastardos," an album that
explores their bluesy pop mixed
with psychedelic rock. With
Wilco's former guitarist, lay
Bennett, serving as producer the
album is much stronger and is
a more dense sounding album
than their previous efforts.
Ben Wilson, present keyboardist for the band said, the new
album "is sonically adventur-

Pholo Provided by Vanguard Records
BLUES TRAVELER:From left: Chan Kinchla, guitarist: Tad Kinchla, bassist; Ben Wilson, keyboardist; John
Popper, harmonica and vocalist; Brenden Hill, drummer and percussionist.

ous," citing that the band wanted
to try new things musically.
"We tried to get a bit more
in tune with live performances,"
Wilson said, "It felt like it all just
came together.''
Wilson has traveled through
the Bowling Green area before
with previous bands, making stops at Easy Street and
Howard's. He joined the Popper
and company back in 1999, after
the downward spiral period in
the band's career. Through ads in
the paper, Wilson saw the band
needed new members, so he
took the opportunity "Just to see
what >-',)uld happen."
"I wasn't a big fan [of Blues
Traveler]," Wilson said, "1 got
into their first record back in college. . .and 1 thought "Four" was a
great record."
According to Wilson, the
album "Four" set the band up in

a "comfortable way." After years
of all work and no pay, Blues
Traveler was starting to see larger
amounts of money, even though,
according to Wilson, "Jam bands
are not supposed to have hits."
The theory that jam bands
should never receive radio success caused some fans to label
the band as sell-outs or disloyal
to the indie roots.
"You pay a price for having
singles," Wilson said, but those
singles often attract new fans
that may not be familiar with
your music.
For a band that is known for
their live shows, they also have
been putting more time into the
studio work.
"We cut records, because
we like to make records," he
said, and we try to write "fairly
well-constructed songs" In the
studio.

But live performances are
what gave the band their devoted following.
"We bring energy, musicianship and creativity with some
jamming," WUson said.
But it's a constant balancing
act presenting new material
with some of their better known
songs. WUson said.
"They want to hear as many
recognizable songs and we have
a responsibility to play a set
number of minutes," he said.
Next up for the band after the
Headliners show is their first
performance at the Bonnaroo
Festival on Saturday, )une 17
along with headlining acts such
as Radiohead and Tom Petty and
the I leatbreakers.
Blues Traveler's show at
Headliner's will be their second
appearance in Toledo in three
years, and they will be hitting the

Genoa, Ohio and Adam Russell
of Bowling Green.
Thompson's piece is actually
the arch visitors walk beneath
to enter the garden. A model
of the arch was unveiled at last
year's Death by Chocolate.
Thompson has 36 pieces displayed around the country as
well as several works on display in Toledo, including the
Vietnam War Memorial at the
civic center. He is working on
a Korean War Memorial which
will also be displayed at the
civic center, he said.
The arch is made of cast concrete and stainless steel, and
Gierke estimated its value at
$30,000.
Also on display

The Toledo School for the Arts
will be hosting their second
annual Death by Chocolate
Evening on Tuesday, lune 13.
The event will be held at
the soon to lie dedicated ISA
Sculpture Garden and serves as
both a fundraiserfortheschool
and a sneak peak at the sculpture garden's first pieces, which
were created by the school's
resident artists this spring.
Plenty of decadent desserts
will be provided by The Cake
Decorating Nook in Oregon,
Premier Cateringin Perrysburg
and Superior Chocolates in
downtown Toledo.
"We aim for 20
wi be a iece IillL d
pieces of chocolate "We aim for
" P
'
„„ .
"Down to Earth",
for every person
r
that walks through 20 pieces of wnich was crealed
the door," said Chocolate for by Bowling Green
David Gierke, TSA
State University
director of develop- every person graduate Adam
ment. "We trytokill
that walks Russell in collabowith TSA
them with chocothrough the ration
students.
late." he said.
Carved
from
Brena Reynolds,
door."
limestone. "Down
owner of Superior
DAVID GIERKE
to Earth" is meant
Chocolates, estito inspire students
mates that they will
be donating nearly 10 pounds to "seek their grounding" and
of chocolate as well as three "is a rather spontaneous comand a half gallons of icecream. position inspired by the urban
They will be making two landscape of the uptown distypes of truffles as well as two trict in which the piece was crechocolates, a mint dark choco- ated." Russell said in his artist
late and a three layer choco- statement.
Also on display will be
late with white, dark and milk
Sohikian's piece, "Man with
chocolate.
"We participated last year Iron Legs," and a cement piece
and the event was very awe- by 83-year-old Anderson,
some and very well received," who draws inspiration from
she said.
abstract expressionists and
Adding to the festivities were minimalists.
Death by Chocolate starts at
the sculptures created by resident artists at the school this 7 p.m. and goes until 9 p.m.
Tickets
are $30 and can be purspring
The Toledo Community chased by phone at 419-246Foundation sponsored four 8732. cxt. 217.
The dedication of the TSA
artists, Kenneth Thompson
of Blissfield, Mich., Marian Sculpture Garden will be held
Anderson of South Haven, two days later on the 15th and
Mich., Michael Sohikian of is free to the public.
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Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace.
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your
roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOxMMATES? No problem.
We offer a roommate matching program! Call today to
find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and
amenities without the resort style price tag!
fft] mu> name is Sean, / haite civ-eclat
ike Pnciao-efor two (tears, andffore
u/or£in£> oat iff their fitness centerf

fft] ma name is Andy,
fhare oiv-edat Ihe fncfatt-etor three ciears,
andffoo-epfauinQ> on their sand
I u-offeuiaffcourtf"

ffeffot my, name is Aaria, fhare firedat
/he tncfao-e^or two ciears, andffoo-e foun&inQ< oat
at theirpooff and that fcan stiffaeta tan on
coouda da^s in their free tanning toothf

THE ENCLAVE I &II
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

[coi
"^

706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www. co I legeparkweb.com

TAKING THE NEXT
STEP: Former BG
standouts look to break
into the NFL; PAGE 9
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EVENTS:
■ Today: Live music at Howards
featuring Mudflower along
with Mac and Jeff
■ Country night at Junction
■ Tomorrow: Live music at
Howards
■ Upstairs ladies night, downstairs pong tournament at
Junction
■ Friday. June 9: Live music at
Howards
■ Live music at the UCF
Community Center on
Thurstin starting at 9 p.m.
■ Saturday, June 10: Live
music at Howards featuring
Resonant Soul
■ Sunday. June 11: Concert in
the Park at Bowling Green
City Park starting at 7 p.m.
■ Live music at Howards featuring Nudity
■ Karaoke at Easy Street Cafe
■ Monday. June 12: Euchre
tournament at Easy Street
Cafe Call (419) 353-0988
for more details.
■ Tuesday. June 13: "BG Idol"
at Junction starting at 8 p.m.

MikeSchell BGNe«
AN EASY WAY TO CATCH A DRINK: Specials at Nate and Wally's are $2 pints on Monday. $2 Corona Light and Long Island Iced Tea on Tuesday, $1 wells on Wednesday. $1.50
Captain. $3 Miller light mini pitchers and 2$ PBR on Thursdays.

Bars use drink specials to bring crowds
By Kara Ohngren
MANAGING FDItOR
It's lft30 on a balmy Monday night.
Black lights illuminate die neon
green hand niiLs tli.n lc.nl up the
steep staircase to retro/new vvaveBtls
dance night al Uptown Bar.Typically,
this attracts a packed house, consisting primarily of studenls eager lo
groove to familuir Hits hits.
Tonight, die disco ball shimmers
across a barren dance tltxir. hil-

liard taMes are vacant and a total ot
eight ixiiplc sit at the bat uilh t .ar,
\loon-s 'Midnight Blues" serenading tl ie lew 11 isu II ners remaining lor
the summer.
With many University studenls
home for the summer, some local
bars are experiencing a decrease in
patronage.
"When I go out during the year, it's
a whole different atmosphere," said
km sitko. senior, "In the summer,

I like lo dull, relax .«\(.i hove a lew
1HVI», it's much less crowded, and
there aren't people everywhere."
Similar to roust liars in the area.
Uptown offers drink specials and
other promotions throughout both
the school year and summer in an
attempt lo draw a large? crowd Free
Mil, dollar drinks and Sl.lTi Ixrt
pints are c ilfered in a >nji iruiti 11 i will i
80s night
More sports-oriented kn\. such

asZiggyZoombas Bar andGrHL tend
to attract an older crowd during the
summer and do not experience the
patron drop "ii teli If. dance oriented liars, anordingtnSicvckle.il
Ziggys manager.
' \ one thing about the warmer
months is we have a large palki
where people have access to the bar
whOe enjoying the whither," Klear
said "It's more laid-back in the sum
mer, but we don't seem to sutler

from the crippling business that
some other places may have."
Ziggys year-round regular and
Ion nci University hockey player
Ion 1 lonvll prefers to frequent his
favorite bar in die summer.
"Personally; Ziggys is so much
more enjoyable in the summer
when thcies less traffic.' he Said
"I come here now; and it's a completely different crowd ol people.
1 like it a lot."

IX-spnc the decreased crowds
Rick Ault. owner of Kamikazes
reports that unlike larger bars
such as Uptown Downtown and
(unction liar and drill, his liars
smaller size benefits business dm
Ing the slower summer months.
"It's amazing how you cant see
a drop here when studenls leave
This will lie the third summer in a
BARS. PAGE 6

Blues Traveler gives fans the Chocolate kills
"Run-Around" at Headliners at Toledo school
By Matt Errtrup
REPORTER

The jam band that gave
us "Four" makes a stop
at Headliners in Toledo

The Toledo School for the Arts
will be hosting their second
annual Death by Chocolate
i veningon [Uesday,June 13.
The event will be held al
the soon to be dedicated ["SA
Sculpture (larden and serves as

By Matt Manning
PULSE EDITOR
In the mid 90s, Hlues Traveler
was a household name and was
unlike any other bands at the
time. Their mix of jam band and
blues rack conquered audiences
around the world eaniingltiem
a devoted following.
On Friday, Blues Traveler will
be hitting the Midwest, playing their jam band style rock at
Headliners in Toledo with loe
Purly as the opener.
Getting their start in the indie
music realm, the band was an
instant success among college radio with the song. "Hut
Anyway," off their self-titled
debut album.
Then in 1994. with their quintuple platinum selling album,
"Four", spawning two popular songs on the radio, "RunAround" and "Hook," Blues
Traveler was at the top of their
game.
In 1999, tragedy struck the
band with the death of original bassist Bobby Sheenan and
the on-going health problems
of their leader and harmonica
extraordinaire, John Popper. The
group's success was also jeopardized ending in A&M Records
dropping the band from their
label.
Today, Blues Traveler is in the
midst of their musical exploration with their latest album,
"Bastardos," an album that
explores their bluesy pop mixed
with psychedelic rock. WiUi
Wilco's former guitarist, lay
Bennett, serving as producer the
album is much stronger and is
a more dense sounding album
than their previous efforts.
Ben Wilson, present keyboardist for the band said, the new
album "is sonically adventur-

both a fundraiser for the school

Genoa, Ohio and Adam Russell
ol Bowling Green.
Thompsons piece isacluallv
the arch visitors WB k beneath
to enter the garden A model
of the arch was unveiled at last
veai's Death hv Chocolate.
rhompson has 36 pieces dis
played around the country as
well as several works on dis
play in Toledo, including the
Vietnam War Memorial at the
civic center I Ie is working on
a Korean Uai Memorial which
will also be displayed at the

and a sneak peak at the sculpture garden'sfirst pieces, which
were created by the schools
resident artists tins spring.
Plenty of decadent desserts
civic center, be said
will be provided by The Cake
Thearc his made of cast conDecorating Nook in Oregon,
crete and stainless steel, and
Premier Catering in Perrysburg
(iierke estimated its value a;
and Superior Chocolates in
S30.000.
downtown Toledo.
Also on display
"We aim for JO
will be a piece titled
pieces of chocolate
"Down to Earth",
for everv person
which was created
that walks through
the door.
said ckoCOkllC fOT by Bon ling Green
state
University
David (iierke. ISA
graduate
Adam
director ol developRussell in collaboment. "We try to kill
ration with TSA
them with chocosluilents.
late," he said.

"We aim for
20 pieces of

Photo Provided by Vanguard Records
BLUES TRAVELER From left: Chan Kinchla, guitarist; Tad Kinchla, bassist; Ben Wilson, keyboardist; John
Popper, harmonica and vocalist; Brenden Hill, drummer and percussionist.
ous," citing that the baud wanted
to try new things musically.
"We tried to get a bit more
in tune with live performances,'"
Wilson said, "It felt like it all just
came together."
Wilson has traveled through
the Bowling Gieen area before
with previous bands, making stops at Easy Street and
Howard's. He joined the Popper
and company back in 1999. alter
the downward spiral period in
the band's career. Through ads in
the paper. Wilson saw the band
needed new members, so he
took die opportunity "lust to see
what would happen."
"I wasn't a big fan |of Blues
Traveler]," Wilson said. "I got
into their first record back in college. . .and I thought "Four" was a
great record."
According to Wilson, the
album "Four" set the band up in

a "comfortable way." Alter years
of all work and no pay Hlues
Traveler was starting to see larger
amounts of money, even though,
according to Wilson, "lam bands
are not supposed to have hits."
[he theory that jam bands
should never receive radio success caused some fans to lab.'I
the band as sell-outs or disloyal
to the indie roots
"You pay a price for having
singles," Wilson said, but those
singles often attract new fans
dial may not be familiar with
your music.
For a band that is known for
their live shows, they also have
been putting more time into the
studio work.
"We cut records, because
we like to make records," he
said, and we try to write "fairly
well-constructed songs" in the
studio

But live performances are
what gave the band their devoted following.
We bring energy, musicianship and creativity with some
lamming," Wilson said.
But it's a constant balancing
act presenting new material
with some of their better known
songs. Wilson said.
"They want to hear as many
recognizable songs and we have
a responsibility to play a set
number of minutes," he said.
Next up for the band after the
lleadlinei's show is their first
performance at the Bonnaroo
Festival on Saturday, lune 17
along with headlining acts such
as RadioheadandTom Petty and
the I leatbreakers.
Blues Traveler's show at
I leadliner's will be their second
appearance in Toledo in three
years, and they will lie hitting the

every person
thai walks
through the
door."

Brena Reynolds.
Carved
from
limestone, "Down
owner of Superior
DAVID GIERKE
to Earth" is meant
chocolates, estito inspire students
mates that they will
to "seek their grounding" and
ho donating nearly 10 pounds
"is a rathci spontaneous com
of chocolate as well as three
position inspired by the urban
and ti hall gallons of ice cream.
landscape ol the uptown disThey will be making two
trict in which the piece was ere
types of truffles as well as two
ated," Russell said in his artist
chocolates, a mint dark chocostatement.
late and a three layer chocoAlso on display will be
late with white, dark and milk
Sohikian's piece, "Man with
chocolate.
Iron Legs," and a cement piece
"We participated last year
by 83-year-old Anderson,
and the event was very awewho draws inspiration from
some and very well received,"
abstract expressionists and
she said.
minimalists.
Adding to the festivities wetc
Death by Chocolate starts al
the sculptures created by resi7 p in. and goes until 9 p.m.
dent artists at the school this
Tickets
are S30 and can be purspring.
chased by phone at 419-246The Toledo Community
8732, ext. 217.
Foundation sponsored four
The dedication of the TSA
artists. Kenneth Thompson
Sculpture Garden will he held
of Blissfield, Mich., Marian
Anderson of South Haven,
two days later on the 15th and
is free to the public.
Mich.. Michael Sohikian of
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potato rant:
Relax at the park with local ACouch
hair in my soup
music acts and catered food

one's flatulence, consider what
scent actually is: Microscopic
particles of the object you're
smelling.
Couch Potato Columnist
But what does that mean?
Recall, if you will, the most dis- Particles of bowels and feces have
gusting thing that has happened infiltrated your mouth and nasal
to you in your life. Maybe you've cavities.
On the grand scale of possibly
fallen into a vat of dog saliva,
perhaps some of you may have disgusting things to happen to
had a uuckload of manure fall you, it appears that a hair in your
onto your car, probably the rest of soup may not be as bad as you
you are just keeping the story to would have believed.
Even amongst the common
yourself in an effort not to be as
embarrassed asthechumpsfrom disgusting things as I've listed
the previous examples. Both you thus far, a hair in your soup is not
and I, and probably even that kid that bad. Is it really worth getting
a free bowl of somcat the end of the row „
staring at you have tiUman liair thing you were going
lo
had an experience of
[n food is
Wfor ""WyHow about free
finding a hair in your
probably things because of
soup.
disgusting comWhile everyone
the most their
ponents or the freeagrees that all of these
commonly
doms from disgustscenarios are disgustcomponents?
ing, probably none
occur ing ing
For example, what
of you would have
object."
about the freedom
answered my questo breathe clean air?
tion by saying that
The freedom to breathe air free
you've found a hair in your soup.
Human hair in food is prob- from pollutants would be at the
ably the most commonly occur- detriment of big business, the
ring foreign object to be found freedom to breathe air devoid
in food. With the frequency of of second-hand smoke would
occurrence and the lack of nega- be at the detriment of smoktive consequences, it seems ers' personal freedoms and the
almost absurd that people would freedom to breathe air without
look at this even as being any- flatulence 1 hope would be comthing but an inconvenience. My mon courtesy.
But what would make one
purpose for this rant is to address
the following question: Why do feel as if they had the 'right' to
people expect to get a free meal a free bowl of soup just because
from something so small an of an accident. No one, nor the
chef despite his or her traininsignificant?
If you find a hair in your food, ing in personal hygiene, cannot
control when and where they
just take it out.
After all, thea- are far more shed. Preventative measures
gross things that could happen lo are taken such as hair nets,
you daily that I thought I should hats, daily changes of clothes,
describe just to put the matter training, as well as managers
into context. Have you ever con- who do not want to give away
sidered other bodily substances free food.
Even against all of these premy make an appearance in your
soup? Let's see, what of sneezes, ventative measures, a chef canthe air that someone who is pos- not account for the hairs of the
sibly sick may breath out, skin servers or even the customer. If
cells, and in the cases of some I found my own hair in my food,
I'm quite sure that I'd still eat it.
lawsuits — excrement
Taken out of the restaurant, and I'm not even strongly conlet's consider air impurity. The vinced lhat the personal hygiene
tilings you breathe daily include of my hair is that much better
car exhaust, second-hand smoke than anyone else's.
I lair in your soup? Move on
and bacteria. If you've ever had
the experience of detecting some- with your life.

CHADWICK
PUTERBAUGH

By Emily West

RIPOKIEU

If (he weather is beautiful, then
got out. go to a picnic and enjoj
some free music in the Howling
Green City Park.
Every summer, the City
Park hosts a variety of different events, I his year, concerts featuring bands and solo
musicians will take place on
Sundays throughout the summer, starting around 7 p.m.
"Families generally pack
a picnic and enjoy the music
while thej eat," said Christln
Otley, who is in charge of
scheduling events lor Sunday
evenings.
Ine concerts start on lime 11,
featuring the Sweet Adelines,
a group based out of Toledo.
Ollev considered them to be a
traditional, a cappella group.

The concerts last about an
hour and the city pool will
remain open during these
events, as will the concession
stand located next to the pool
entrance.
"I went to one these events
last year, said Greg Smithy, a
recent University graduate. "It
was great to have something to
do while I wasn't taking summer classes. It was so relaxing."
Other residents outside of the
University have made Sunday
in the Parks a tradition ol Ml Is
"I've gone almost ever)
Sunday since they started
hosting bands and musicians.
Last year was great," said Larry
Sikes, a local that lives just oulsideofthecity limits. "I plan on
going to the first one."
Hie (an I'ark also hosts a
similar event cm Iridavs, which

features local food catering over the lunch hour ever)

Priday until Jury 28th.

"I went to Lunch in the Park
once," said Sikes. "Bui I slill
prefer music while I eat."
I his year though, the lunch
events will be featuring music,
i his Friday, Panera Bread will
be catering while Jeff linker, a
soft rock artist, performs.
Lunch in the Park begins at
11:30 every Friday) with food
being served up until I p.m.
The Lunch in the Park event
aNo takes place at the City
Park. Pood and entertainment
will be located near the Mat tin
and Kiwanis picnic shelters.
Trie City Park is also hosting Wednesday family picnics,
w hcie games and activities will
lie a\ ailahle to groups. ()n lone
11th, the Stone Building shelter

at the park will be the base
for family activities, including
relays and outdoor games.
I he I'iiy Park oilers a great
varietj of activities for the family or the individual. Whether
it be good music, great food
or games, the City Park can
be a great place to spend free
time for parents, children and
a place to relax for the perpetually stressed out college
student.
For more information concerning local events in the
parks including whose playing
and when, visit the Bowling
Green Parks and Recreation
homepage at http://www.bgo-

hio.org/parks-and-recreation/
index.html.
And don't worry. Even if your
wallet is empty, you can still
slop by and enjoy the music.
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Simplifying Life,
Maximizing Potential
REDUCED RATES FOR BOTH PHASES
SOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL LEASES*
NOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF 9 MONTH LEASES*

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we can improve
your college experience.

Summer bar scene
brings small crowds
BARS, FROM PAGE 7

DRINK SPECIALS:

row that 1 will have five bartenders behind the bar," he said. "It
hurts me during the year, but
when we get 40 people in here in
the summer, ii looks like we've
got a crowd."
Generally, Kamikaze's has
quality drink specials yearround, according to Ault. But
starting next Friday dollar
pitchers will be available beginning at 4 p.m. Continuing specials include S1.50 well drinks
and $1.50 domestic bottles on
Tuesdays, $2.50 bomb shots and
$2.50 tallboys on Wednesdays
and 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. $0.25
drafts.
Sky Bar Night Club, located
at 238 N. Main Street, has varying bar specialsTUesday through
Saturday.
TUesday is Martini Night. Here,
bar-goers choose from a list of
30 Martinis. If the entire list is
finished, the customer's name
is added to a plaque along with
others who have conquered the
entire Martini selection.

Downtown Bar and Grill
Thursday: $2.50 Jager bombs.
$1.25 Bud drafts and $1.50
Captain Morgan's
Friday: $2.50 Stoli Bombs, $2.50
Corona bottles
Saturday/Sunday: All NBA and NHL
games on 6 plasma TVs. all WWE
pay per views, happy hour everyday until 9 p.m., $1.50 domestic
bottles
Uptown
Thursday $2.50 Jager Bombs,
$1.25 Bud Drafts, and $1.50
Captain Morgan's
Friday/Saturday: Top 40, dance,
hip-hop and r&b, no cover 21 and
over, ladies free before 11 p.m.,
and under 21 -$3 after II p.m.
Zigey's Thursday: $1 50 Captain &
Cokes and $1.00 Bud Drafts
Friday: $2.50 Vodka & Red Bull
Saturday: $2.50 cherry bombs
Sky Bar
Thursday $1.00 Budweisei and
Bud Light drafts
Friday: $1.50 Coors Light bottles
and $3.00 bombs.
Saturday: $1.75 Long Islands and
Coronas

Properties Co.
«■

U...... TL.A Cl Iff.— IJ
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Houses
That Feel Like Homes

*w* pff9rrtdprop9rtia1co.com
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
small pels allowed
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Finalists named for
Athletic Director

WEDNESDAY
June 07,
2006

President Dr. Sidney Ribeau has
announced lhat Whit Babcock
from West Virginia University, and
Greg Christopher from Purdue
University, arc the two finalists
for the position of Director of
Athletics at Bowling Green State
University. A final decision on the
position is expected in the next
couple of weeks.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Hockey is back, but
where are the fans?
id you know that a
| team from Raleigh,
North Carolina and a
team from Edmonton, Alberta
in Canada arc battling headto-head for the Stanley Cup
Championship Trophv?

Di

FOOTBALL

BG standouts sign to NFL teams
John Turner
SPOUTS EDITOR

DJ.
JOHNSON

When Charles Sharon, Steve
Sanders and P.J. Pope stepped
off die football field last year, il
would be their last time doing
so in a BG uniform. Aldiougli
the trio went undrafted,
they've been able lo trade in
their Falcon orange and brown
for an NFL uniform and a shol
at playing professionally.
Omar Jacobs was Ihe lone
Falcon chosen in die 2006 NFL
draft, going in the fifth round
to the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Sharon. Sanders and Pope,
despite not being selected,
have still been given a chance
to make an NFL roster shortly
after die draft took place. The
three players were added as

& Columnist

able (o captivate fans in (he Uniled
No?
Did you know that there was a States like it does in Canada, it
team from North Carolina in the would be ESPN hostingdie Stanley
Cup Finals. Instead, ESPN failed to
National 1 lockey League?
renew its contract with the NHL
No?
Did you even know that the as the official cable company that
National Hockey League had hosted the NHL, and OLN (forreturned from their 2004-2005 merly known as the Outdoors Life
lockout? Wait, did you even know Network) "won" the right to air the
the NHL went through a lockout games.
In fact, the only places you could
in the first place?
Hockey isn't faring well. Even catch die first Stanley Cup game is
though they managed (o survive OLN, CBC. Reseau des sports (a
what could have been an indus- Erench-Canadian sports network!
try-annihilating strike, they are and NHL Radio.
If you're still looking for a single
still hanging on by the skin of their
reason for hockey's poor showteeth.
During the week of May 22 ing, using die 2004-2005 lockout
through May 28, seven NHL is merely an excuse. Naturally, the
semi-final games took place. The lockout served as a catalyst for
Edmonton Oilers were able to gain hockey's continued failure. If the
two decisive victories out of the NHL had any type of steam going
into the given season,
three games played
dial (rain hi( a brick
with the Anaheim
"If the NHL wall.
Mighty
Ducks,
Now, i( seems as
had any
while the Carolina
though the train may
Hurricanes fought
for each of their steam going be off die tracks.
It's worth noting thai
into [last] hockey
three wins in some
is a niche activof the most dramatic games dial fans season, that ity. Whereas hockey
might seem like ihe
train hit a fourth
have seen in quite
mainstream
sometimes.
brick wall." spon in our country,
Unfortunately,
most people south of
it seems no one is
Toledo couldn't name 10 current
watcliing
In last week's Nidson Ratings, NHL players.
If you like hockey, then you
me NHL uuln't hold a candle to the
Intensity of the NBA quarterfinal probably love it.
If you don't like hockey, then its
and semifinal games that week.
The Dallas Mavericks senl the San existence is merely five minutes of
Antonio Spurs home in from of 7.1 SportsCcntcr duly wasted
What is the NHLs biggest probmillion viewers. This quarterfinal
game and (he six semifinal games lem? There's no reason anyone
sal alone in (he (op nine spots outside of the NHL should care.
of that week's cable ratings with There's no Steffi Graff returning
only cable powerhouse WWE Raw no I i'Bron lames playing levels
higher than his age should allow,
interfering at the sixth spot.
[he remaining spots on the Top no Tiger Woods dominating the
15 Cable Nielsen Ratings belonged competition, no record-chasers of
to USAs Law & Order and Monk, note and, ultimately, no one withNickelodeon's Avatar, EX's showing in the league who has any type of
of the second X-Men movie, and mainstream appeal.
In fact, I think NHls only mainMTV's Real Worid rounded out the
bottom with 2.6 viewers. As for die stream appeal was the idea thai
two opposing players could duke
NHL; il was nowhere in sight.
Perhaps the biggest reason dial il out for a short amount of time to
the NHL playoff games aren't on the ecstasy of the crowd. 'I his was
that Nielsen Rating data sheet even a feature in NHI.video games.
was (ha( (hey were aired on the You could literally get into a brawl
Canadian Broadcast Channel and with an individual, as if the game
local channels where the games were an edition of Street Fighter or
Mortal Kombat, there were healdi
were being played.
CBC doesn't fare well in the bars dial indicated who was doing
United States. It's usually only belter in the brawl. Regardless of
picked up in a few states like Ohio, what high-ranking officials might
have publicly said about these
New I iampshire and Michigan.
However, the lack of airtime that fights, the NHL took advantage
die NHL received was merely an of this "gimmick," which I believe
effect of its lack of popularity, not kept the entire industry afloat for
HOCKEY. PAGE 10
its cause Surely, if (he NHL was
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BG News tile photo
MAKING HIS CASE: P.J. Pope was a valuable commodity lor the Falcons, rushing for over 3,000 yards in his
career, but now he'll have to prove to the Chicago Bears that he can have the same impact in the NFL.

'

M*
1
Paying for college has r
A college education doesn't come cheap, and UPS knows that. That's why they
came up with the Earn and Learn' Program. As a student working part-time at UPS,
1 can get as much as 523,000 toward my tuition and other education expenses.

The UPS
EARN AW
LEARN
Program

Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.

Get up to

$23,000*
inC ollege Educa tion
Assistance!

UPS
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
For Part-Time Package Handler
employment opportunities, apply online at:

UPS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/D/V
•Piogtam guidelines apply

www.upsjobs.com

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES

BUFF
APARTMENTS

321 SOUTH
MERCER ROAD

urmccc
HUUbtb

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

2 BEDROOMS

BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM

4 BEDROOMS

HISTORIC MILLIKIN HOTEL

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Unfurnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer Hookup
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Air Conditioned
♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Furnished Unit

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Close to Campus

<■>

2 Full Bathrooms
Air Conditioning
Fireplace
Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
♦ 2 Car Garages
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Washer/Dryer in
Every House
♦ Limit 3 Unrelated People

r $745/mo.
( ^ + utilities A )
~~
"""

{

<o
ctaliifliLar

MatVmoar

s

^$460/mo!^
( . + utilities ,

)

GREENBRIAR, INC.

I

419-352-0717

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

1

)

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Tile Floors & Berber Carpet
Air Conditioning
Laundry on-site
Loft Style Apts. Available

SUMMIT STREET APTS
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Air Conditioning
Close to Campus
Laundry on-site oai^y.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Fans turn away
from hockey

Competing for a spot

4

impact on the record books.
undrafted free agents and are

Sharon closed his collegiate

Bui such a small factor of Ihe

now able to live out a dream

career as the all-time school

$11110 can only hold up for so long.

while fighting for the precious

leader

I lot-key. in many ways, is Canada

few roster spots available.

receiving yards (3,450), receiv-

in

receptions

The players each signed with

ing touchdowns (34), seasons

We haw our sirengths iii whidi

a different team: Sharon to the

with 1,000 or more receiving

we would moa likely dominate

Jacksonville laguars, Pope to

ihc globe, and since hockey isn't

the Chicago Bearsand Sanders

(4,519). Pope finished his time

to the ( level.uid Browns. Each

at BG as the third all-time lead-

national atU'iition that basketball

has

.ind \niciH.iiil(«illialldo.

camps

Mil. will return to

'second

sport" status until a David

Beddiam

or Anna

Kournikova

mini-

ing rusher with 3,116 yards and

workouts

since

is also the only player in school

arriving to their team, working

history to gain over 1,000 yards

hard once again to prove that

receiving while gaining over

llic\ deserve to play.

3.000 yards on the ground as
well. Sanders quietly amassed

emeraes. fhis isrfl to say that

Although the NFL is filled

hockey will ever lose its target audi-

with bigger linebackers, faster

156

ence, but if the Mil. doesn't pick

comerbacks and bigger line-

receiving yards.

up steam, expect SportsCeniiT to

man, the major obstacle for

receptions are good for fourth

cover hockey games at the same

these players might just lie the

all-time at BG.

point they cow the little League
IxLseball programs: during cham-

receptions

and

"Learning the system has

enced success in their college
days, finding success on the
next level will not come as easy.

early on," Sharon said.

"The

Even still, whether they make

speed of the game isn't too

the team or not, they will have

BG SPORTS

much of an adjustment

been a part of something very

BRIEFING

players has been signed by an

Pope said. "Not everybody can

NIT. team, they will still have

say they've worked out for an

to get through the summer

NFL team, and I'm grateful for

Recruiting class draws
national attention

without being cut if they are to

the opportunity."

The online magazine Socoa

outperform one or more cur-

for

few have had the chance.

me."
Although each of these three

"It's

a

great

experience,"

make the team's roster. To do

Until the time comes when

this, they would likely need to

rosters are announced. Sharon
planstododownin Jacksonville

Buzz has rated the women's soc-

rent NIT. players, a challenge

exactly what he did during his

cer 2006 recruiting class loth In

that these rookies are willing

time at Bowling Green.

the region and 70th in the coun-

to accept.

try. 'ITus is die second consecutive
year the team has been ranked.

"I've just got to keep working

"It's a real solid backfield
|in Chicago]

right now, I'm

hard, and I'll never stop doing
that."
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His 24 TO

been the most difficult part.

IKE BG NEWS
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2,324

They threw a lot of plays at us

pionship week.

1

Although the three experi-

playbook.

."

'■'

with

and

«a

yards (2) and all-purpose yards

(iiu'ol them, ii doearil receive the

busy

'

'■

(232),

sport, similarly as is EUlopM SPOTt

been

PI3&*»

brought to you by

BG, each leaving their own
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quite soinr lime.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

■

-

1

34

■

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1B

™

I

ACROSS
ACROSS
1 Indonesian island
5 Breakfast fast food
10 High cards
14 Lena of "Alias"
15 14th-cen. Russian ruler
16 Volcanic flow
17 Start of Evan Esar quip
19 Pre-owned
20 Soundtrack
21 Symbolic cross
22 Insignificant
23 Test for srs.
25 Pitcher Nolan
27 Part 2 of quip
35 Ex-QB Starr
36 Subj. for Billy Graham
37 Pop vocalist Bryson
38 Needle feature
39 Part 3 of quip
42 "The Bndge of San Luis _"
43 Goose genus

6 Above

One-billionth: pref.
Open, as wine
Color fabric. '60s-style
Female graduates
Court proceeding
Of all time
34 Spinning toys
Marquis de_
39 Elder or alder
Mrs. Dithers of
40 Playboy's founder.
fondly
"Blondie"
P.C. image
24 To be in Toulon
German bactenologis
26 Small snakes
%m
I
27 Construction girder
Somewhat arid
Kidnapper's demand
28 Decline
Dust up memento
29 Take by force
Crowd noise
30 Actor Gibson
Sign
31 Pans passage
Mama's mate
32 "The Sot-Weed
WWII losers
Factor" author
Clicking sounds
33 Ancient manuscript
Box-score brief
markings
Forage crop
Wolfish look
Common Market abbr.
Latin being
Town near Caen
Hurler's stat
Part 4 of quip
Backside
__ de plume
Gemstone from Down Under
Bonkers
ANSWERS
Audience divider

1■
.

-'■

DOWN
Raton, FL
Slugger Molses
The Swedish Nightingale
Keen understanding
Hall of MIV

45
46
47
51
52
53
56
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Long skirt
End of quip
Sweeping story
Actor Werner
Bread choices
Writer Ogden
Socialite Perle
Maneuverable. at sea
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just trying to find my niche
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and my way of making the
team or practice squad," Pope
said, "Just some way to stay
around."
This trio was able to do
much more than "stayaround"
during their time at Bowling
Green. These three players rep-

Tlw Wl N»-r» will no* tiMMitrelv *xrpt
xhrrtivinrntv ilut dt tin in irate?. <x em our
.>.'■ LliMTiniin-itKift ajttiimi m\ individual oi
fiiHi|> uti the h»iii of rwt, vr*. kolor. need,
rvltiiion. ti.iiinn.il origin. <-FAual imcntalioti.
divihilily, tiaiut M I VCKftn, ot M IIK h.t-i.
id .im othei legally rmxcxtctl MUM

STI AIOHT YEARS

VOTED BEST PI

Classified Ads • 372-6977

PISHNCLLO'S
FR
« DM6llV€nV
So i minimum

203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4P.M

•

352-5166

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
www.pisanellos.com

Lunch Fn. • Sal. • Sun

Accepting

S3

'"'

resent one of the most successful senior classes to ever leave

Lost/Found

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

FOUND FERRET
Late evening 5/17/06.
E. Merry vicinity.
Call to claim @ 419-304-2219

FULL TIME NANNY
Seeking full time. exp. nanny to care
tor 1 intanl in our home. Starting mid
July 2006. Excellent compensation
References required. Call 419-8783039, lor more into.

1979 Chevy 19 tt. motor home.
98.000 miles. Working condition
419-435-0942

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester S yr long leases
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
8 25" TV. Call 419-352-1520.
wwwbuckeveinnandstudios.com

(Y citm/X'c {f etutmad
■ .1 MMH.ciirniike.ciim

Mi
16J South Main Strivi
Bim'hni; Green

tSarmifir /'J W*<4
l.\il i;yi Corner of I-7.7 ami Kt **4

AIL STADIUM SKATING

12 30 2 30 3.00 5 00 5 25 7:30 7 50 10 00

SEE NO EVILiKI 1230 3 00 5 00 7 15 9 30 1200
OVER THE HEDGE IPCI 12 00100 2:00 3 00

4 00500555 700 8 009009 55 II 00

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007

IHE DA VINCI CODE (P0-13112 00 1.00 2:55
4 005507008451000
AN AMERICAN HAUNTINGlPC-lSI 1.10315
5 207259301150
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE III IPG-131 1:00 4:00
7:00 9 40
HVlPOl
1 00 3 15 5 30 7.45 1000 12.15

ffikdHa* 6

423-2861
111 MHmsn.50
1 MIUV.SM.50

Coll 353.5800
VUit Online
www.msccabg.con

Services Offered

«. ... ...I.i.l. for l.i i i I..I.V
p.,I-II. -. or -.ii,..II ,..i ..n|...
Cull for inforniHlion
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets lor Cars
ire now available
Advance Tickets lor Pirates ot the
Caribbean are Now Available
THf OMEN <m
I 00 4 00 7 00 9 40 12-00
THE BREAK-UP (PC-Ill 12 00 2 30 5 00 7 30
1000
X MEN THE LAST STAND |PG-11|
12 00
I.III.

JUST MY LUCK IP0-13I
SILENT HILL Ml

4 00 7009 20

4 15 7:00920
IHEBENCHWARMERS|PC-I3|5 20 7 209 20
V FOR VENDETTA («)
4 00700930
FAILURE TO LAUNCH IPC UiS 10 7 209 30
THE SHAGGY DOG (PC)
5 10720930

Summer Babysitter
Call Ashleigh
740-408-0419

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $3007day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
"• S8.HR 8 COMM "•
' HIRING IMMEDIATELY '
Do you like talking on the phone?
HAVE FUN AT WORK AND
MAKE GOOD MONEYII!
Only 15 min. away in Perrysburg
Mon-Th 4:30-9pm S Sat morn
MUST BE AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
Call Kris TODAY 419-874-1945
opt*3 TruGreen ChemLawnEOE M/F/D/V

CONDO 13 Stonegale. 2 bed.'2bath,
mground pool. Asking $129,900
(419)-352-7222

HELP WANTED NOW AND
DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
lo perform unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shitts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:301t :30am; 12:00 noon-2:30 pm; 2:30
pm-5.00pm: 5:30pm-8:30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk Irom campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ot 15 hours per week Work a minimum ot 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick-up an
application at our otlice. Advanced
Specialty Producls. Inc., 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Part-time driver/counter person
needed, morning & afternoon hrs
Must be available Tues & Fri am.
Bring summer & tail class schedule
when applying Long's cleaners
1204 W WoosterSt

Steinway Semi Grand $5500
Yamaha Baby Grand $2800

269-651-4770

EFFICIENCY APT @ 1220 1/2
E. WOOSTER $300/MO 8 UTIL
419352-1104
MOUSL <H> rzw r WOOSTI R
4 BR. 2 BATH. S12007MO 8 UTIL
419-352-1104

For Rent
••• $225/month, next to campus.
Also available 1 -3 bedrm apts.
Call 419-353-0325 9AM - 9PM.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
near the watertower on Manville Ave
419-352-5239
1 or 2 rooms tor rent. $250 monlh/
room plus util. No deposil 126 S.
College al 440-223-2226. Avail. Aug
3 bedroom house
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456.
3 br. home on Crim. Nice ngbrhd.Lg.
Iivrm. kit. util rm. w/ w/d hook-up
Cenl air 3 mm.walk to campus. Mid
Aug $885. 352-7090.

DRIVER, round trip. Portage (2 mi S
ot BG on Main) lo BGSu lor karate
classes, now thru Oct Sal class
10:30- noon, Sun class 3 5
Need
nol stay. |ust pickup 8 drop off Call
419-686-5035

Wood Co. Human Society needs
volunteers tor July 4th Fundraiser in
Toledo, day or evening. Have tun &
help a great organization! Email
callielilyl8@yahoocom
or
call
419-308-5722 lor more into.

616 Second St. #1. 3 bdrm. house
$700 plus all util Will be available
August. 419-354-9740.

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Trinity United
Methodist Church

BUILD YOUR

BG duplex lower. 3 bdrms & 2 lull
baths. Available Aug $800 month
plus utilities. 419-467-1155.

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smilh Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Otlice Open 10-1. M-F
www baarjartmenls com
LG 2 BR modern townhouse, spiral
staircase, new kitchens, garage.
A/C Call 419-352-1104.
Male has furnished room lo rent with
Ireedom ol house to clean, neat 8
honest student. $200 deposit, $250
rent. No olher bills. (419) 354-6117
MARTEN RENTALS
Avail Aug. 2 bdrm (urn 704 5th St.
2 bdrm unturn 710 7th St
1 bdrm unturn. 210 S Grove

352-3445
Need roommate tor summer 8 Sepl
Oct. optional. $190 mo 8 utilities.
419-377-1795

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts.
10X2 Kuirview Ave
I & 2 rxlrms/ 3 bdrm Twnh

FUTURE!

Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
Air Conditioner/
Washer/ Dryers in 2/.< bdrm
Carports/BOSH Bus Shuttle

Have your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.
We Help.

V.75- Traililinnul

11 Ill-Conu-mpiinin1

Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month

,'

In III -Sunday ■ Sthaul

2 Bdrm.. 2 Full Bath, C/A

V'-vi. <■

Full Year Lease
200 Norlh Summit Sln,1

For Rental Information:

642 S College
■t bdrm townhuuses up In 5 ppl

Contact Jack at

SPKCIAL Starting at S84.V

1-800-829-8638

ll»> linf (Hrai. <*.. 41402.25:'
Phone 4IW5)-10.!I
lax 411*- .15.1-5191
I null ttmil) .i V.IK'I ory

or Steve at

mo Dishwasher/Oarbage
V

Disposal Air Conditioner/

loc«dmt«yilM<mlMa« UMalrtil. 154-055!

YOUR SUCCCSS IS OUR BUSINESS

Prui*inn and Prtk-laiminx ChrvH

(419)352-1150

JJ

CINEMA 5

CALL 1-866-572-4964

at the Heart of Bon-linn (irten

■rMkUp.IW(KliMl «*»IW?»Blipn
IMtttfl!(R) I] 07pn J»70S. 10 01 pra
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. cinemark.com
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Washer/ Dryer

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842 Seventh St.

Ttoo Story duplexes
3 bdrm/2 baths

1 bedroom
and studio
apartments
still available

Laundry on Site

Reasonably
priced from
S349-S475

• Private entrance

1566 Clouqh St.
352-7691

•

0IL

'■ $25 !Sia9^ 25ofe

• Pets welcome!

I

FREE

NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRES

TIRE SAVINGS^ AIR CONDITIONING \ MECHANICAL g

• Patio

i

HEAT

<>»MH mm
m

•

■■■■_„. J ANT Mechanical Repair i
"^^^^^•w.»«|

■

mmmmmmmm

mm

CHANGE

:S

! On AMY £} tires IWEMAKE vp" CARS COOL;
• ^ ^ ^ ^

¥A«UTHW»*i
AMtTTMtMTS

N

i

Choose from
6,9 and 12
month leases

•

t^JX Tire life Pffii Fuel economy &£$& Tire pressure retention pJJJX Environment friendly I

• Ground floor ranch

• Spacious kitchen

Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
Air Conditioning/

From Only $480!
On selected floor plans

H CaT-VI LAW
1 .i

UoopttOn
1 SouthUMP

t

lncIi»J««
met

ALIGNMENT

,
MRVKt MCLUMI
,/IWWMhi /(MiOM

! with Tire Rotation •
'■ milKM.llWHIicIMM
i FREE AJUnment Check J i«*rwi.»-».

Altjmmmm WfwimjmM * »—.««■ •
J UMnKX-xtMii

^mttmtaunmm

""i

WE WELCOME COMWW* CARS a NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
nmmmtnrvmm

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t»J

6.

Sdmhik Good lor Wd*y M/Q* ■ HM*| t/M6
D*»1iKi(«*..n-l»%1])ll IOrniJ.rt.M7, to 00p™

Worship Times
VM I,

IM

The Besl Seal In Town

| $$$$$$$P

Apartments

Management Inc.

fji n*n

osamacEjnusc

•mtmumitmcn

""l

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

"-"*."—■?■

^^M
INGUWIS
Ch«».l. Lube
AMD
Fluid Top-oHi

ete 1 IMMI malm Hwl - *«■■■ tnm AIM F—*•
Find more coupons and details about NitroMax. visit www.thetireman.com

...-.....—.

